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ANALYSIS WITH WEAK TRACE IDEALS AND THE NUMBER

OF BOUND STATES OF SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

BY

BARRY SIMON(!)

ABSTRACT.  We discuss interpolation theory for the operator ideals 1^

defined on a separable Hilbert space as those operators A whose singular values

Pn(A) obey pn < cn    'p for some c.  As an application we consider the function-

al N(V) = dim (spectral projection on (-°°, 0) for -A + V) on functions V on

Rn, n > 3.  We prove that for any e > 0: N(V) < Ce(IIH„/2+e + IIf ll„/2-e)"/2

where ||-||   is an Lp norm and that ümx_>00/v'(\F')/\'1/2 = (2tt)~nTnS\V_{x)\nl2 d"x

for any V G l"'2_€ n i"/2+e.  Here V_ is the negative part of V and t„ is the

volume of the unit ball in R".

1. Introduction. It is a fundamental result of Calkin [6] (see also [12],

[23] ) that all nontrivial two-sided ideals of operators on a separable Hilbert

space can be indexed by a particular set of vector spaces of sequences. If Y is

the sequence space, then an operator A ElY, the associated ideal, if and only if

the singular values of A, {ju„(4)}"=1 (these are the eigenvalues of \A\ = (A*A)Vl

arranged so that px > p2 > • • • ) is an element of the sequence space Y.  Among

the allowed sequence spaces are the lp spaces and the more general Lorentz

spaces l(p, q) [18], [15]. The ideal Tp associated to lp is precisely the ideal in-

troduced by von Neumann and Schatten [24]. These ideals have been quite

useful in a variety of analytic considerations (for example, recent applications to

problems of mathematical physics, see Deift-Simon [8], Seiler [26] or Seiler-

Simon [27] ); of especial use has been the complex interpolation theory for these

ideals, developed essentially by Kunze [17] (see also [13], [21]). The more

general ideals I      associated to l(p,q ) have found some applications to a rather

special problem in operator theory [1], [2] but they do not appear to have

found application to any wider class of analytic problems. Our goal in this

paper is to develop the theory of the weak trace ideals Ip associated to the weak-

lp spaces l(p, o°), especially their interpolation theory.

Let us try to explain why the spaces Jp arise naturally. A positive selfad-

joint operator A lies in îp if and only if A is compact and its eigenvalues X„ obey
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(1) #{n\\{A)>u}<ca-p

(the smallest c allowed is called the Tp norm, IU||     , of A; it is not a norm

however!). Now consider a positive operator B which is unbounded with com-

pact resolvent so that

(2) #{zz|X„(5)< a} ~co/\

Such a situation is quite common; for example a celebrated theorem of Weyl

asserts that -Aa, the Dirichlet boundary condition Laplacian for some region

Í2 C R", has the property (2) with p = zz/2. If (2) holds and p > 1 then A =

{B + l)-1 lies in îp and this is the best information one can give for A in terms

of lp,q spaces.

Our own interest in the lp spaces arose in a context more complex than

that of the last paragraph, but one closely related to it. For any "potential"

V G ¿"/2(R") + ¿""(R"), let -A + V be defined as a form sum (see Faris [10],

[11], Reed-Simon [21] or Simon [28]). Let N(V) he the number of "bound

states" of -A + V, i.e., the number of independent negative eigenfunctions for

-A -1- V.  Martin [19] (see also [33]) proved a beautiful result for Vs which

were Holder continuous with compact support:

(3) lim N(\V)l\nl2 = (27t)-"t„ f(V_(x))nl2 dnx

where V_ is the negative part of V and t„ is the volume of the unit sphere in

R". (3) is an especially beautiful result because of its connection with the re-

lationship between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics; for the right side

of (3) is just (2tt)-" Vol where Vol is the volume of phase space where the

classical energy p2 4- V(x) is negative. On the other hand, since -A + AP" =

X(-X_1 A + V) the left side of (3) represents the number of bound states of a

quantum system multiplied by A" in the limit as A —*■ 0. Thus (3) gives meaning

to the statement that in the classical limit, the number of bound states of a

quantum system is given by the volume of phase space divided by A" (where A =

2zr). Martin uses a technique of Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing [7], [22]. (3)

has been proven independently by Tamura [33] using Green's function techni-

ques. Tamura eliminates a certain amount of smoothness on V but still requires

it to go to zero at infinity, be smooth near infinity and have only negative sin-

gularities.

One way of proving (3) for more general Vs is by an approximation argu-

ment. This requires a bound on hm"x^.„A/(XlO/X"/2 ̂N^V) with N^V) if

V is sufficiently small. We conjecture the bound

(4) N(V) < cn JÏ V_(x)\"'2 dnx
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for « > 3 and will reduce this to a conjecture on certain integral operators lying

in IJJ\ Using interpolation theory we will prove that

(5) N(V) < C„j£[HO„/2+e + IIO„/2_e]n/2

for n > 3, e > 0, where \\f\\p = f^fcTx. (4) would allow us to extend (3) to

all V E Ln>2. Using (5), we will extend (3) to all V E Ln'2+e O ¿"/2_e .

We will make extensive use of the following result which is a special case

of an interpolation theorem of Hunt [14], [15].

Theorem 1.1. Letpx <p2,qx <q2,0<t<l, and define pt, qt by p~x

= tp1x +(1- í)PqX ; qjx = tql1 + (1 - f)qôx. Let The a bounded linear map from

LP\M, dp) to Lqt(N, dv) for t = 0, 1 with norm Nr  Then T takes LPJ to LQJ

for0<t<l and

(6) H7yil,f)W < C max(AV Af1)||/||p<iW

for a constant C depending only on p¡, q¡ and t.

In (6), IHIPfW is defined by:

(7) Il/llp>w = [sup tpp{x\ \f(x)\ > i}T/P.

Since Hunt's more general theorem includes the Marcinkiewicz theorem,

his proof is rather subtle. The special case Theorem 1 is very elementary and we

provide a proof for the reader's convenience in Appendix 1.

The content of this paper is the following: In §2, we present a few proper-

ties of lp ; in §3 we prove interpolation theorems for Ip and îp by reducing

them to interpolation theorems for /   and lp (we explore this idea further in

Appendix 2). In §4 we make some conjectures about integral operators and

prove some results slightly weaker than these conjectures. The proof of (5) and

application to prove (3) for L"l2~e n Ln,2+e appear in §5.

It is a pleasure to thank G. Bennett for valuable correspondence and E.

Seiler for valuable discussions.

2. Properties of weak trace ideals. Throughout, we fix a Hilbert space:

Definition. Let A be a compact operator. The singular values of A,

p„(A), are the eigenvalues of \A\ = y/A*A listed according to px > p^ > • • • .

We will need the following inequalities:

(8) p„{BA) = p„(AB) < \\B\\ß„(A),   all bounded B,

(9) ß„+m-i(4+B)<pn(A)+pm(B),

<10> ^+«-1(^X^(^(5).
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(8) is elementary; (9) and (10) are inequalities of Fan [9] following from min-

max considerations; see, e.g. [13].

Definition. A compact operator A is said to he in I„ if and only if

^=xpn(Af < «o. |L4||p is defined by:

M\\P<fè»n(Ay\lfp.

Definition. A compact operator A is said to he in Ip if and only if

p„(A) < cri~xlp for some c.  \\A\\p is defined by:

UA\\PiW= sup\nx'Ppn(A)\.
n

Remarks. (1) Since pn is monotone decreasing, p„(A) < cri~xlp if and

only if #{zzz|pm04) < a} < cpa~p which is the more usual definition of lp w.

(2)  IHIpjW is not a norm but since ||-||   w on /      is equivalent to a norm

if p ¥= 1 [31], lp with the topology defined by IHIpvv is equivalent to a symme-

tric normed ideal in the sense of [23], [13].

Theorem 2.1. (a)   Ip is an ideal and moreover \\AB\\p < IHII ||5||p;

\\A + B\\p < \\A\\p + \\B\\p; UB\\p < \\A\\q\\B\\r where p~x = q~x + r~x.

(h)   lw is an ideal and moreover \\AB\\pw < |L4|| ||5||pw; ||<4 + B\\pv,

< 2xlp(\\A\\p w + Il5||p J; \\AB\lp w < 2xlp\\A\\q JB\\r w where p~x = q~x +

r~x.

Remark.  The final inequality is intended to indicate that if A E Tw, B E

lw,thenABEÏw.

Proof,  (a) is standard; (b) holds if we prove the inequalities. These fol-

low from (8)—(10). For example, by (10):

p2n(AB) <\\A\\qt„\\B\\rtWn-xl«(n - l)"1/' <21/"M||<?(W||5||rfW(2zz)-1/P

and similarly for p2n_x(AB).   a

Let B denote the family of orthonormal sequences in H. On a sequence

||-||p and llilpw denote the usual lp and lp norm.

Theorem2.2. (a) \\A\\p= supM{^B\\(^n, A<pH)\\p.

(h) Let p¥=l.   Then for a suitable Cp > 0:

Cp    sup      ||0/,„, Avn)\\PtW < \\A\\PtW <    sup   KK¿*»A.w
W{^}eß y}{^}

ft

Proof.  The canonical expansion for A [20] asserts that

M

A = E Vn(AXiPn, •)*„
n=l
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for suitable {<pn}, {$„} E 8.   Thus for any norm on sequences,

(11) \\P„(A)\\<  sup ll(^„.^„)ll.

For any/, g E 8:

oo

<12) (fnAg„)=  ¿Zamnpm(A)
m = \

where amn = ipm, fn) (gn, \¡Jm). A simple application of Bessel's inequality

shows [29] that amn is doubly substochastic

(13a) ¿lO^1'
m-l

oo

(13b) ¿Z lamJ<l.
n=l

By (13), the matrix {amn} defines a contraction on lx and /„. Thus by the

Reisz-Thorin interpolation theorem, it defines a contraction on each /  and by

Hunt's theorem, Theorem 1, a map of norm dp (independently of {amn}). It

follows that

\\(4>„, AipJ\ < \\A\\,

WiK^„)\\PtW<dp\\A\\p,w.   D

Theorem 23. Letp>2. AE I™ (resp. lp) if and only if A*A E J^/2

(resp. lp/2)and

\\A\\2PtW = U*A\\PtW.

Proof. pn(A*A) = pn(A)2 so the result is trivial,   a

3. Interpolation theorems for Jp. There is a general metatheorem which

we discuss and prove in Appendix 2 which says that any interpolation theorem

on symmetrically normal sequence spaces extends to the ideals indexed by these

spaces. I will illustrate these ideas by proving Hunt's interpolation theorem for

trace ideals:

Theorem 3.1. Let The a linear transformation from the finite rank oper-

ators on a Hilbert space Hx to the bounded operators on a Hilbert space H2.

Suppose that px < p2, qx < q2 and that T maps Ip   to Jq   and 1p   to lq

with ||7L4)|L < Q\A\\   . Then, for any t E (0, 1), Tmaps ïw to I™, p~x =
_i '   _i -i *        it    '

tPi   + (1 - t)P0   and at   = tq1lt{l - t)qôx-  Moreover

\\nA)\\qt,w<CD\\A\\PtiW
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where D only depends on p¡, q¡ and t (and is the constant in the usual Hunt

theorem).

In proving Theorem 3.1, we will also prove:

Theorem 32.  Theorem 3.1 remains true if Hx is replaced by a finite meas-

ure space (M, dp) and lp(resp. lp) by the corresponding IP (resp. Lp,w) spaces.

Proof.  Fix two orthonormal sets {<p}, {yV} in H2- Let 7^ : LP(M, dp)

—* l„ be defined by

T^if)n - (!Pn> Tif)^n).

Then by hypothesis and the bound

\\ipn, A*n\ < \\A\\p

Tyj, is bounded from LPl to lq (i = 1, 2) with bound C. Thus by the usual

Hunt theorem 7^ is bounded from Lj to lq w with norm CD where D is a

constant independent of y?, ̂  and only dependent on p¡, q¡ and t.  Thus, by

Theorem 2.2(b):

nnmi^w < «upii^coii,^ < cDx\\f\\Pt.w. °

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix A E lw. We will prove that

(14) WT(A)\\qtiW < CD\\A\\PpW.

For let A = "Zpn(\pn, -)\}/n be the canonical expansion for A.  For any finite se-

quence, define S({\}) by

S({\}) = •fex>w,)A
By hypothesis, S takes lp into Jq with norm bounded by C, so by Theorem

3.2, it takes lp w into lq w with

\\si{KMqt,w<CD\\{\}\\PtiW.

Thus

TO)««,.* = \mnn})\\qfiW < CD\\{pn}\\PvW = CD\\A\\PvW.   a

4. Some conjectures.

Conjecture 1. Let2<p<°°. For functions f, g on R" define an oper-

ator Afg on L2(Rn, dnx) by the integral kernel f(x -y)giy). Then, if g E

LP(Rn,'d"x) andfEL^iR", d"x) {where p = (1 -p-xTx),Afg E 1™ and

MfJp.w«W\\p;wMp.
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This is the main conjecture of this paper. Its truth, as we shall see, would

lead to the Schrbdinger operator bound (4). As support for the conjecture we

note several results very close to it. The first two are certainly not new. The

fourth is new and will lead to the bound (5).

Proposition 4.1. /// G Lpw' and g E ¿£, (2 < p < °°), then Afg is a

bounded operator; \\Afg\\ < Qf\\p> <w\\g\\p w.

Proof.  This follows from the generalized Sobolev inequality [32] ,p>q,

p<°°,q>l:

(15) \\h[f* Or*)] Hi < IIAII,'rilp'.wll¿?llp',w 11*11,-

(15) is proven first without the w by appealing to Young's and Holder's inequal-

ities and then by using the Marcinkiewicz and Hunt interpolation theorems,   a

Remarks. (1) For the case q = 2 of interest, (15) implies the operator

inequality on L2(R", dnx):

(16) \xr2a<Catn(-A)a,

so long as o: < Vm. Conversely, using the symmetric rearrangement theorem [4],

(16) implies (15) with q = 2.

(2) We will see below that when g E IP, Afg is compact.

Proposition 4.2 ( Seiler-Simon [27], T. K ato (unpublished)). //

2<p<°°andiffEL"',gE V>, then Afg is in lp and \\Afg\\p < C\\ßpMp.

Proof.  This is easy for p — 2 or p = °° and follows for general p by com-

plex interpolation,   o

Corollary 43. If2<p<oo,fELpv and g G Lp, then Afg is compact.

Proof. Since \\Afg\\ < Q\ßp-W\]g\\p, it suffices to prove it if g G I1 n

¿°°. But, in that case f = fx+f2 with fx G LP'~e, f2 E Lp'+e and Af.g is in

an 7p space and so compact,   n

Proposition 4.4. Let 2 < p < °°, fE Lpw\ g E Lp+e n Lp~e. Then Afg

E l». and \\AfJp.tW < Ce>p\\f\\p;w(Mp+e + M\p-e)-

Proof.  Let a = (p + e)', ß = (p - e)'. Then since gELp+e,f—* Afg

maps L°° into la by Proposition 4.2. Similarly it moves IP into Ip. The norms

are bounded by C|!g||p+e and C||g||p_e respectively. By Theorem 3.2, it maps

£,£, into Ip'fW. The norm relation is an easy consequence of the norm relations

and the linearity of Afg in g.   o
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In attempting to prove Conjecture 1, several related questions have arisen:

Conjecture 2. Let fand g be positive functions on R". Letf*,g* denote

the spherical rearrangement off, g. For any p>2,we have \\Afg\\p < \\Af, g, \\

and\\AfJPtW<\\Af.tg.\\PtW.

Conjecture 3. Let fand g be complex valued functions. Then for any p >

2, we have \\Afg\\p < Uv^\p and Ufig\\p¡v) < IL4m>lí|HP)W.

Proposition4.5. Conjectures 2 and 3 are true in the lp {rather than Jp)

case when p is any even integer.

Proof. In that case, IL4/-gllp = Ti((A*Ayv>) is given by an explicit integral.

Conjecture 3 is trivial and Conjecture 2 is a consequence of the spherical rearrange-

ment theorem of Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger [4].   □

We suspect Conjecture 2 is false in case p < 2. If R" is replaced by a torus

so that one can take g = 1, then Af is trace class if and only if 2|f(zz)| < °°. It

is easy to find / with Af not Tp for p < 2 but A^ and Af* trace class.

5. Application to Schrödinger operators. The key to applying Ip methods

to the study of N(V) is the following result of Birman [3] and Schwinger [25] :

Theorem 5.1   ([3], [25]). Let n>3. Let V< 0. Then N(V) is equal

to the number of eigenvalues of the integral operator Sl(V) with kernel

cnW(x)^]x -yV^Wiy)^, which are larger than +1.

Remark.   c„ is chosen so that Í2(K) is just IFT^-A)-11 FT*. The key

idea in the proof (see also [28] ) is that E < 0 is an eigenvalue of -A + XF if and

only if X-1 is an eigenvalue of W^i-A-Ef1 \V^. zz > 3 is critical for (-A)-1

to define an integral operator.

Now let co(F) be the integral operator with kernel dn(x -y)~"+x\V(y)\¥'

with dn chosen so that to(F) = (-A)~14|P'|V4.

Proposition 5.2. (i) Let V<0. N(XV) < cXn/2 for all X if and only if

u(V)El»withMV)\\ntW<c.

(if) Let X be a Banach space of potentials in which C% is dense with \\V\\X

>d\\V\\n,2- Suppose that, for any V G X, N(V) < c||VW^J2.  Then for any VEX:

lim N(XV)/\n'2 = (2itTnT„ {[V_(x)]"l2 dnx.

Proof, (i) By Theorem 5.1, N(\V) < cX"/2 if and only if the number of

eigenvalues of Sl(V) larger than X-1 is bounded by cX"'2. This is true if and

only if Sl(V) E I^/2 and lin(F)ll"illVV < c.   Since Sl(V) = co(F)*co(10, the proof
is completed by appealing to Theorem 2.3.

(if) Let A be an arbitrary selfadjoint operator which is bounded from below.
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Let n(A) he the dimension of the spectral projection P^^y Then

(17) n(A+B)<n(A)+n(B)

if ß(4) D Q(B) is dense. A + B is defined as a form sum (ß(-) = quadratic form

domain of •)• We prove (17) in Lemma 5.3.

Now, given V, W E X, by (17), we have:

N(V) m «(-A + V)

(18) < w(-eA + (V - W)) + n(-(l - e)A + W)

= N(e~x(V - W)) + N((l - e)~x W).

By hypothesis, given V E X and e, we can find WEC% with || V - W\\x < e2 +n/2

and ¡Wl'2 - W2'21 < 0(ex +n'2). Then:

¡s^^+aA-.r-/»
by (18);

<0(e)+(2ir)-"Tnfvn_l2

by (3) (Martin [19], Tamura [33]). Interchanging V and W in (18) we see that

M^P  >CXe) + (27r)-"r„JV52.

Since e is arbitrary, we are done,   a

Lemma 5.3.  Let A and B be selfadjoint operators with Q(A) Pi Qfß) dense.

Define A + B as a form sum.  Then

n(A +B)<n(A)+n(B).

Proof. Without loss, we can suppose that n(A) < °°, n(B) < °°. If

n(A +B)> n(A) + n(B), then we could find a <p with (</>, (A + B)y) < 0 so

that <p is orthogonal to the n(4)-eigenvectors of A and n(2?)-eigenvectors of B

associated to negative eigenvalues. But then (y, Ay) > 0; (¡p, By) > 0. This

contradiction proves that n(A + B) < n(A) + n(B).   a

As immediate corollaries of Proposition 5.2 we have:

Theorem 5.4. // Conjecture 1 holds, then (4) is true and (3) holds for all

VEL"'2.

By Propositions 5.2 and 4.4:

Theorem 5.5.   The bound (5) holds and (3) extends to all V E Ln>2+e n

¿71/2-eyormy e>0
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Remark.   Conversely if the bound (4) holds, then for any V with V < 0,

MHIIii/a.w <«■»%,/* and so, for any V, ll«(F)ll«/a,w <2c||F||n/2. Thus the

truth of (4) and Conjectures 2 and 3 would imply Conjecture 1 for p = n/2. We

feel that Conjecture 1 is "substantially equivalent" to equation (4). This be-

speaks the "naturalness" of the methods we describe.

Appendix 1. Hunt's interpolation theorem. In this appendix we describe

a proof of Theorem 1.1. We do this not only because we wish this paper to

be self-contained, but also because the proof of this special use of Hunt's more

general theorem is much simpler than the general case. The proof we give is not

readily available; we learned it several years ago from E. Nelson.

Lemma A.1.1. Let p0 < px, 0 < t < 1, and pjl = tp\x + (1 - i)Pq1.

Then there exists a constant C (depending only on t,px and p2) so that, for any

f E¿p', and any X G (0, ~), there are /0(x) and f[x) so that f=ft+ f¡*> ; tfx)

ELp'and

i^(X)iip¡<cim{;iWx(PrPí).

Proof.  Let fl°\x) be 0 or /(jc) depending on whether ]f(x)\ is <X or

>X. Let flx\x) be 0 or f(x) depending on whether \f(x)\ is > X or <X.   a

Lemma A.1.2. Fix p0, px, t, pt as in Lemma A.1.1. Then there exists D

(depending only on t, px and p2) so that for any function f with the property

that for any X G (0, X), / = /0(x) 4- /<x> with

(19) llfíx>í;<aXP'-Pí,

fisinLPvtmdWfptt,w<Da.

Proof.  Let mf(p) = meas{* | \f(x)\ > p}. Then by an elementary calcula-

tion,

mg(ß)<p-p\\g\\p.

Thus

V>(t)</rv'

Since mf+g(\) < mfQj2) + mg{}J2), the result follows,   o

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We rewrite condition (19) by taking p,th roots

and letting pß = X with ß = p~¡x [p^x - pj1]-1 • Thus we see that (19) is re-

placed by requiring a breakup f = gll + hß with

l^ll^mr*,    iiÄMilPiW-f.
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We can make a similar change in Lemma A.l.l. Suppose/G¿wr with \]f\\p w

< 1. Then we can write f = gß +hfí with

||^!lPo <cpr';     ||AJI||pi <px-f.

Thus Tf=Tgfl + Thp and

||2Sil||,o < CN^;     ||2»MII,1 < CN^-*

so TfEL^ and \\Tf\\q w < CD max(A/0, Nx). (6) follows by homogeneity.

Appendix 2. Interpolation theorems for symmetrically normed ideals of

operators. Among the operator ideals are the symmetrically normed ideals stud-

ied in [13], [23]. These correspond to sequence spaces which are Banach spaces

whose norm $(ax, a2,. .. ) has the following properties:

(i) *(a¡) = lim^«^.a„, 0, 0,.. ., 0,.. . ).

(Ü) *(af) = Ifla,!).
(iii) <a,,. . . , a„> —■+ $(a,,.. . , a„, 0, 0,... ) is a symmetric function

on C. We denote the corresponding ideal by l<¡,,i.e.,A G I,,, if and only if its

singular values pn(A) obey $(pn(.4)) < °°. Among the 1$ are the Ip-ideals, the

weak trace ideals Ip> w with p =£ 1 with an "honest" norm equivalent to IMIpw

(which is not a norm) and also Orlicz ideals corresponding to Orlicz sequence

spaces [16].

In this appendix, we prove a general metatheorem which allows one to

transfer interpolation theorems from symmetrically normed sequence spaces to

their associated ideals. Included in this general theorem is a Reisz-Thorin theo-

rem for I   [17], interpolation theorems for Orlicz ideals which follow those

for Orlicz spaces [5], the theorems we prove for Ipw in §3, and a Marcinkie-

wicz theorem. The same method allows the transfer of Stein interpolation theo-

rems [30] and "wandering analytic function theorems" [13].

The key is the following:

Lemma A2.1. Let $ be a symmetric norming function. Let Bt¡ be a

doubly substochastic matrix, i.e., 2,|fif/| < 1, all j; 2,15^1 < 1, all i. Let a E l^,

the associated sequence space and define

(Ba)i = £ V/-

Then Ba E /„, and Q(Ba) < $(a).

Proof.  By a simple limiting argument, we can suppose that B is a finite

matrix and deal with sequences (ax,. . . , a„,0,. . .). We claim that in that

case we can find B* with 15^1 < Bf¡ with B* doubly stochastic, i.e., 2,5$ =

"LjBfj = 1. Temporarily deferring the proof of this claim, we note that Ó(Ba)

< *(5*|a|) (since *(a) < *(6) if |a,| < \bf\; see [13]). Since B* is doubly
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stochastic, it is a convex combination of permutation matrices (i.e., doubly sto-

chastic matrices with all elements 0 or 1). Since $ is convex and symmetric, we

conclude that $(B*\a\) < $(|a|) = $(a).

This leaves us to verify the claim about the existence about B*. Without

loss suppose that Btj > 0. Define Bfj inductively, defining first B*x, then B\2,

. . . ,B\*n,B2*x, . . . , B*„: at each stage define Bf¡ to be as large as possible

without destroying the double substochasticity. Thus at each stage, we increase

the i, / element until either the ith row or the ;'th column sums to 1. We claim

that B* is doubly stochastic.  For, if some row, say the ith, does not sum to 1,

then by the above, each column must sum to 1. But a doubly substochastic

finite matrix in which each column sums to 1 is doubly stochastic.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, Lemma A.2.1 immediately implies:

Theorem A.2.2.   Let A E 1^,. Let 8 denote the family of all orthonorm-

al sequences.  Then:

IHII*=  sup  HGMiiOII*.

Given Theorem A.2.2, we can mimic the methods of §3 to prove:

Theorem A.23.  Any interpolation theorem between Banach spaces re-

mains true if all symmetrically normed sequence spaces are replaced by their

corresponding operator ideals.

Remark.   By interpolation theorem, we think of 6 spaces X0, Xx, XY0,

Yx and Y and X0 n Xx (resp. Y0 D Yx) dense in X0, Xx and X (resp. Y0, Yx,

Y) so that any map from X0 D Xx into Y0 + Yx which takes X¡ to Y¡ takes

AT to F with a corresponding inequality on norms.

Added notes.  (1). Some work related to this paper, and, in particular, a

version of Proposition 5.2, appear in papers of M. S. Birman and coworkers; see

Birman-Borov, Topics in Math. Phys. 5 (1972), 19-30, Birman-Solomjak, Func-

tional Anal. Appl. 4 (1960), 265; Trans. Moscow Math. Soc. 27 (1972), 1-52;

28(1973), 1-32.

(2) The bound (4) conjectured in this paper has been proven independent-

ly by E. Lieb (Princeton Univ. (preprint)) M. Cwickel (Institute for Advanced

Study (preprint)) and M. Rosenbljum (Leningrad (in press)). Cwickel, in partic-

ular, proves our Conjecture 1.
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